
Moon Mna Women’s Circle in  
the ancient Celtic tradition

8 monthly gatherings
Starting Saturday 22nd May 2021

10am-1pm, Middle Aston House, OX25 5PT
– FIRST CIRCLE IS FREE –

Moon Mna Women’s Circles bring together 
those who identify as women of all ages 
and cultures in Sacred Circle to honour 
and explore the divine feminine within, in 
conjunction with the lunar phases of the 
Moon and the ancient Celtic Goddesses. 
 
We will apply these themes to women in the 
modern world. Each month we will explore 
a theme in relation to a specific Celtic 
Goddess. Each circle follows the same order: 
opening sacred space, hand casting a safe 
and confidential space, talking woman, fire 
and water ceremony, solo journaling, group 
sharing, a soul moment, uncasting the circle 
and closing sacred space.

It is an opportunity for women to find their 
tribe or Tuatha De Dannan as it’s called in 
the Gaelic language, to connect and bring 
forth one’s true path in life.
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Introductory Moon Mna Circle
On the morning of the waxing gibbous moon of Saturday 22nd May 2021, I invite you 
to join me for a gathering of like-minded soul sisters to celebrate being a woman in 
the modern world. For millennia our foremothers sat under Seanmhathair Gaelach, 
Grandmother Moon in Gaelic and shared, laughed, cried and healed together. I am 
honoured to host this introduction to the traditional ways of the Divine Feminine in 
sacred circle as we explore what it is to be a woman today. I will hold sacred space as 
we share an energetic ‘cleanse’ and enjoy both a fire and water ceremony. There will be 
an opportunity to ponder your soul moment followed by uncasting our circle leaving you 
to go home feeling renewed and supported by your circle sisterhood. 

Preparation
Please bring a 
cushion to sit on 
and a shawl or 
wrap to snuggle in. 
Please bring a small 
item that is precious 
to you – a gemstone 
or a feather, a shell 
or a pebble that is 
meaningful. Ponder 
what it is to be a 
woman in today’s 
world. 

Booking and Payment
Please confirm your place by emailing me at ruth.spencer@centre-yoga.co.uk or 
text 07799 285483. I really appreciate you coming for this first Gathering which is 
complimentary. (If you wish to offer a small donation or offer a lovely barter that would 
be marvellous but not expected.) If you enjoy the first circle and wish to continue then 

there will be an investment of £20 per 
circle. Therefore the cost of the course is 
£140 x 7 circles. Payment by BACS.

I look forward to sitting in circle with you 
along with the wisdom of grandmother 
moon as we come together to know and 
honour the Divine Feminine within. 

If you would like to know more about me: 
centre-oxfordshire.co.uk/centre-yoga/
ruth-spencer

Le Gra / with Love
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